New Calibration Solutions for Multi-Channel Probes using an Added Port for Thru Measurements
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Abstract — A new method is proposed for calibrating multi-channel probes placed in multiple quadrants for wafer or chip level measurement. It uses an additional ground-signal-ground probe to enable thru measurements in a conventional calibration procedure, avoiding the need for custom calibration kits. The inherent delay inconsistencies in the proposed method are shown to be small enough to have minimal effects on the measurement uncertainties, in most practical cases.

Index Terms — N+1-port, multi-channel probe, calibration, thru, SOLT, SOLR, calibration standard, calibration kit.

I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERALL VIEW

Multi-channel probes are often customized probes for measuring a specific integrated circuit (IC) at the wafer or chip level. The number of channels and their pitch are customized, and each channel is configured either as ground, by-passed power, logic, or RF to match the IC’s pad design. These probes are useful because they provide IC measurements before packaging, hence, can be used for engineering evaluation, as well as for production tests.

One of the biggest challenges in typical multi-channel probes is the long lead-time due to their customization [1], whereas “programmable” multi-channel probes have significantly reduced lead-time by realizing the various tip configurations (ground, by-passed power, logic, RF, etc.) by cutting or connecting traces on the probe. However, the channels formed this way typically have limited operation frequency (≤ 20 GHz) and use large tips that make them difficult to probe small pads [2]. Recently, these problems have been solved by high-performance “programmable” multi-channel probes which operate up to 110 GHz and can probe pads as small as 30 x 50 µm² [3]. However, an outstanding challenge still remains on their RF calibration.

Fig. 1 shows a general case of multi-channel probes used in 4 quadrants to measure an IC, which will be referred as the device under test (DUT). The blue tips are those from channels that do not need calibration, e. g., grounds, by-passed power, etc. The red tips are those from the RF channels that need calibration, which will be referred to as “S” (Signals). The red tips can be adjacent to various types of channels (of the red or blue tips), forming various configurations such as ground-signal-ground (GSG), ground-signal (GS), differential signal-signal pair without grounds (SS), etc. In some cases, the bypassed powers (P) will be used in place of grounds (G). In this work, P’s used this way will be referred as G’s unless stated otherwise. The network analyzer calibrates these variously configured channels, treating them individually as ports. If N is the total number of these ports, the network analyzer regards the DUT as an N-port network. Note that the differential SS pair is counted as a single port, since it is connected to a single port in the network analyzer via a balun.

When calibrating up to 4 ports, the commonly used techniques are Short Open Load Thru (SOLT) [4] and Short Open Load Reciprocal-Thru (SOLR) [5, 6]. The reflection-standards (SOL) are measured on the individual ports and the thru-standards (T or R) are measured on the selected port-pairs. From these measurements, the error-network (the paths from the network analyzer to the probes' tips) is characterized and de-embedded. These standards for various pitches and configurations are available on commercial calibration kits. However, it is difficult to apply these calibration techniques to multi-channel probes due to the lack of available thru-standards for arbitrary port-pairs. Although the thru-standards come in various lengths and are available in straight or right-angled, they cannot cover all possible port-pairs because the port-pairs can be at any relative position. It becomes more difficult if the port-pairs are from the same probe (i.e. same quadrant), which requires “U”-shaped thru-standards which are only applicable for specific distances between the port-pairs. Since such standards are not available in commercial calibration kits, one will require custom calibration kits which can have significant costs and long lead-time.

Fig. 1. DUT with 4 quadrants probes. The red tips are those of the channels that need calibration.
II. N+1-Port SOLT/SOLR Calibration

To overcome the mentioned problems, a new calibration solution is proposed in this work. It uses an additional single-channel probe (GSG) at an added port (N+1’th port) which enables all of the required thru measurements by using a general thru-standard. Although it is shown for a case where the 4 quadrants are all occupied by multi-channeled probes, it can also be applied to single-channel probes, as well as cases where the 4 quadrants are not fully occupied.

A. Preparing GSG Probe and Thru-Standard

The proposed N+1-port SOLT/SOLR calibration requires an additional GSG probe that will be used as the N+1’th port, whose operating frequency is at least equal to that of the highest among ports 1 through N. Also, one must obtain a collection of reflection-standards and thru-standards that cover the various pitches and configurations in the N+1 ports. The thru-standards should be configured as GSG and they must enable the thru measure between the N+1’th port and each of ports from 1 through N regardless of their configurations. For the GS configuration, only one G will be landing on the ground strips of the thru-standard, and for the differential SS configuration one of the two S’s will be landing on the ground strips of the thru-standard. The thru-standards are often made with wide ground strips so only 1 or 2 thru standards are likely to be needed to cover all configurations.

B. Network Analyzer Settings

The added GSG probe is assigned to the N+1’th port and the network analyzer is set for N+1-port calibration using either SOLT or SOLR. All ports’ reference impedances are defined as 50 Ω, even for the differential SS configuration. If the calibration coefficients for the SS configuration are defined for 100 Ω, they need to be scaled by a factor of 2; multiplied by 2 for parasitic capacitance of the Open (O); divided by 2 for the parasitic inductances of Short (S) and Load (L) as well as the resistance of Load (L).

The thru-pairs are selected manually so that each port from 1 through N are paired with the N+1’th port (i.e., Port 1 & Port N+1, Port 2 & Port N+1, ..., Port N & Port N+1). If the firmware in the Network analyzer does not allow such manual selections but rather forces selections of thru-pairs among the ports 1 through N (e.g., Port 4 & Port 5), one must manually input the S-parameters calculated from the measurements of the previously mentioned thru-pairs (e.g., Port 4 & Port N+1 and Port 5 & Port N+1) by multiplying their T-parameter matrices and converting back to S-parameters.

The SOLT algorithm requires the user to define the precise electrical delay values of the used thru-standard. For a short 1ps thru-standard that is widely available in most commercial calibration kits, the difference in configurations (e.g, GSG vs GS) only causes ± 0.1 fs delay, which is equivalent to ± 0.1 um tip-placement error. This is far less than the actual tip-placement’s repeatability. Therefore, if the thru-standard is as short as a few ps, the user only needs to define one delay value regardless of the configurations. However, if the user uses longer thru-standards, SOLR should be used as this algorithm only requires the user to define the rough estimates of the delay, such that the transmission’s phase (i.e., phase of S_{21}) at the lowest frequency is within ±90° of the actual value.

C. Measurement Sequence

Fig. 2 shows the measurement sequence of calibration standards, ordered from Fig. 2(a) to Fig. 2(d). Note that the North and East probes are remounted after completing their thru measurements, which can cause variation in the electrical delays of attached cables. The amount of such variation and their effects on the calibration will be described in the next sub-section. However, one can minimize such variation by maintaining similar bending/routing of the cables, as well as using a torque wrench when reattaching the connectors. Furthermore, one can re-order the measurement sequence such that, out of the two probes facing each other (North & South or East & West), the probe that has the higher maximum frequency is measured last. For example, if the North probe’s maximum frequency is 110 GHz and that of the South probe is 67 GHz, measuring the thru pairs in the North probe after those in the South probe will allow one to avoid remounting the North probe (up to 110 GHz) after the thru measurements, which is more error prone than remounting the South probe (up to 67 GHz) after the thru measurements.

D. Delay Variations of the Error-Network

The SOLT/SOLR calibration algorithm relies on having consistent electrical delays in the error-network. Any variations in the delays may increase the measurements’ uncertainties after calibration. The delays can be kept relativity consistent when calibrating the single- or dual-channel probes placed in the quadrants. However, keeping consistent delays can become challenging in calibrating Multi-channel probes when using the proposed N+1-port SOLT/SOLR calibration, because remounting the probes can change the bending of the cables or the torque of the connectors, as shown in Table I. Furthermore, as previously mentioned for SOLT, the various configurations will cause delays in the thru-pairs to change which will manifest itself as additional delay variations in the error-network. This is because the SOLT algorithm considers the delay of the thru-standard to be the value defined by the user, hence, any difference from the actual delay will be modeled into the error-network.

| TABLE I | MEASURED DELAY CHANGES IN COMMON CABLE ASSEMBLIES |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Flexible cable assembly | Changes due to reattachment | Changes due to 90° bend at 6 cm radius |
| outer diameter / connector type | | |
| 1.19 mm / 2.92 mm | 0.05 ps | 0.03 ps |
| 3.56 mm / 2.40 mm | 0.09 ps | 0.10 ps |
| 4.24 mm / 1.00 mm | 0.04 ps | 0.10 ps |
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Fortunately, as shown in the next section, these delay variations are likely to be small enough so that they don’t cause significant measurement uncertainties in most practical cases.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The proposed calibrations method was applied to a 2-port case (Port 1 and Port 2) with the added GSG probe on the 3rd port (Port 3), and had used a 1 ps GSG thru-standard. To illustrate the effects of having inconsistent delays, the cables were bent by 90° after remounting the probes, and the thru-standard was purposely defined to be 2 ps more from its correct values. Furthermore, a conventional 2-port SOLR calibration was performed using the correct delay values, which will be considered as the ideal case.

The comparison is done by the calibrated measurement of a lossy transmission-line, as shown in Fig. 3, where the $S_{22}$ and the $S_{12}$ were omitted due to their symmetry. In order to eliminate any additional measurement uncertainties caused by the variation in the probe-tips’ placements, each calibration standard was measured only once and manually input to the calibration processes to create the plots in Fig. 3.

The results show that the delay’s inconsistencies had almost no effect when using N+1-port SOLR calibration. This is because the defined delay of the thru-standard is within the valid range, i.e. its transmission’s phase at the lowest frequency is within ±90°. The only delay variations are due to re-connecting the connectors and bending the cables, all of which are 0.1ps or less.

When using N+1-port SOLT calibration where the total delay variation had significantly increased by incorrectly...
defining the thru-standard’s delays (off by 2 ps), the effects are still minimal except for the $S_{21}$’s phase. The change in the $S_{21}$’s phase (~15 deg at 20 GHz) is directly caused by the total delay variation (~2 ps) which can be expressed as $\Delta \phi = \Delta \tau \cdot 360^\circ$, where $\Delta \phi$, $\Delta \tau$, and $f$ are the change in phase, total delay variations, and frequency, respectively. Note that the phase differences in $S_{11}$ near DC and 14 GHz are insignificant due their low magnitudes (< -40 dB).
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